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ADSL Lite—The broadband enabler for the mass market Albin Johansson



Internet access, competition from cable modems, and interest from the personal-computer and modem industries are strong drivers of ADSL technology. In the near future, ADSL and ADSL Lite solutions will be deployed in large volumes, delivering significantly higher data rates than present-day voice-band modems. The author describes the objectives of ADSL and ADSL Lite technology, guiding the reader through ADSL Lite’s splitterless architecture, its fastretrain function (for coping with dynamic changes in the environment), power down, handshake, OA&M, and discrete multitone technology.



Many of us have been conditioned to believe that the maximum bandwidth we can derive from the telephone line is 4 kHz, which corresponds to the analog bandwidth for voice-band modems. This limitation, however, relates to public-switched telephonenetwork (PSTN) switching systems. The actual twisted pair does not have any definite frequency limits, although various factors have a limiting influence on its usable bandwidth—the two most dominant factors being the length (attenuation) of and noise (crosstalk) on the twisted pair cable. Drivers



Asymmetrical digital subscriber line (ADSL) technology was first specified in Figure 1 Ericsson’s ADSL Lite modem.



1995, but until now, no major market deployments have been made—as of September 1998, the total number of installed ADSL lines was between 30,000 and 50,000. One can, of course, wonder why ADSL is not more popular. The answer, at least in part, stems from a lack of broadband access—not the technology. When ADSL was first specified—initially for circuit-switched networks—service tariffs were high, the necessary infrastructure was not in place, and requisite driving services had yet to be developed. Similarly, operational processes for installation and service deployment had not been optimized. Today, however, thanks to Internet access, competition from cable modems, and interest from the PC and modem industries, we are witnessing a strong push for ADSL technology. Voice-band modem technology reached its limit with V.90 modem technology. Not satisfied, however, end-users are demanding still greater communication capabilities, driving the industry to define the nextgeneration modem. Analysts predict that ADSL solutions (ADSL Lite and full-rate ADSL) will be installed by the millions in coming years. Consequently, industryrelated investments in the field are significant. In 1997, the ITU-T began defining a series of recommendations for ADSL and ADSL Lite technology (ITU-T G.99x). The transmission technology defined is called discrete multitone (DMT, initially defined for the ADSL standard, T1.413 – 1995).1 Network objectives



In the past, a network operator’s main interest in details specifying voice-band modems was mainly on ensuring that transmit power and frequency limits could be maintained. However, unlike voice-band modems, which are transparent to the local exchange (LE), network operators who want to offer ADSL and ADSL Lite must first install new equipment in the local exchange or central office. This is because digital subscriber line (DSL) technology has an impact on the entire network and requires new (or extended) infrastructure. The main network objective of ADSL is to have an open, defined, broadband interface, such as the narrowband interface to the PSTN—that is, 8 kHz sampling with A-law/µ-law coding into 8 bits in a time slot that fits into the synchronous transport module (STM) network with switching, signaling and transport systems. In Europe, 154
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customer premises equipment (CPE) for digital transmission—for example, integrated services digital network (ISDN), high-speed DSL (HDSL), and ADSL—is defined as network equipment and cannot be sold directly to customers. The only customer equipment for a twisted-pair network that can be sold directly to customers includes voice-band equipment with transmit energy between 300 and 4,000 Hz. Consequently, before the new modems can be sold via electronic outlets, new regulatory definitions need to be established. ADSL objectives



Initially, ADSL was specified for video on demand (VoD) and ISDN types of service. It accommodated such service requirements by simultaneously multiplexing two digital channels over the wire: one channel with burst-error protection and the other with low delay. Today, most ADSL systems use only one channel. This is because the higher (ATM, IP) layers still are not well defined for two channels with different characteristics to a single subscriber. When data communications became an important service, a new type of function— called rate adaptation—was defined for ADSL. Traditional transmission systems have a well-defined 2,048 kbit/s bit rate. The transmission distance for these systems is limited to a specific loop length, which the operator must qualify before installation. “Loop qualification” consists of checking a database register of the loop plant or of actually measuring loops in the field. The rate-adaptation function measures the line and maximizes transmission bandwidth for existing conditions. If conditions change over time, the function automatically adapts the bit rate. Rate adaptation facilitates deployment, but its service profile may prove difficult to sell: “We guarantee a connection, but we cannot guarantee any specific bit rate.” ADSL was specified for high performance. Its specification allows for performance density as high as 15 bit/s/Hz. By way of comparison, V.90 (56 k) technology delivers a maximum of 14 bit/s/Hz. In practical systems and in real environments, ADSL’s typical maximum density for parts of the frequency spectrum is 12 bit/s/Hz (Table 1). ADSL Lite objectives



ADSL Lite systems will be deployed in large volumes, delivering significantly higher data rates than present-day voice-band Ericsson Review No. 4, 1998



Table 1 Example of ADSL performance with crosstalk noise Downstream 4,096 kbits/s 2,048 kbits/s 576 kbits/s



Upstream 320 kbits/s 128 kbits/s 128 kbits/s



Loop length 2.8 km 3.5 km 4.2 km



Loop diameter 0.4 mm 0.4 mm 0.4 mm



Table 2 Example of ADSL lite performance with crosstalk noise Downstream 1,536 kbits/s 1,536 kbits/s 512 kbits/s



Upstream 256 kbits/s 96 kbits/s 96 kbits/s



Loop length 2.8 km 3.5 km 4.2 km



Loop diameter 0.4 mm 0.4 mm 0.4 mm



modems, such as V.34 and V.90 modems for Internet access. However, to compete with and supersede voice-band modems, ADSL modems must also be easy to install. That is, installation should not require the intervention of service technicians—for example, to re-wire the house or to configure the modem on site. In summary, the requirements for, and objectives of, ADSL Lite have been defined as follows (see also Table 2): • Easy end-user installation of modem • Long transmission distance



Box A Abbreviations ADSL ANSI ATM BER B-NT1 CP CPE DFE DMT DSL EC EMC EOC EPD FDM FEC FEQ FEXT FFT HDCL HDSL HP IFFT IP



Asymmetrical digital subscriber line American National Standards Institute Asynchronous transfer mode Bit error ratio Broadband network termination Cyclic prefix Customer premises equipment Decision feedback equalizer Discrete multitone Digital subscriber line Echo cancellation Electromagnetic compatibility Embedded operations channel Early packet discard Frequency-division multiplex Forward error correction Frequency equalizer Far-end crosstalk Fast Fourier transform High-level data-link control High-speed DSL High pass (filter) Inverse FFT Internet protocol



ISDN ISI ITU-T



LE LP MIB MIPS NEXT OA&M POTS PPD PPP PSTN QAM SNMP SNR STM TEQ UBR VoD



Integrated services digital network Inter-symbol interference International Telecommunication Union – Telecommunications Standardization Sector Local exchange Low pass (filter) Management information base Million instructions per second Near-end crosstalk Operation, administration and maintenance Plain old telephone service Partial packet discard Point-to-point protocol Public switched telephone network Quadrature pulse amplitude modulation Simple network management protocol Signal-to-noise ratio Synchronous transfer module Time-domain equalizer Unspecified bit rate Video on demand
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Figure 2 ADSL Lite modem installation with (a) splitter, (b) filter or (c) without splitter (splitterless installation).



• Flexible data rates—up to 1.5 Mbit/s to the client • Global standard—interoperability will be key to the success of ADSL Lite • Compatible with full-rate ADSL • Main service is fast Internet access



Splitterless architecture The requirement for easy installation makes splitterless installation an important provision for ADSL Lite (another name for which is splitterless ADSL). Investigations as well as measurements taken in the field show that a true splitterless function cannot be provided in all installations (Figure 1). The local loop



The local loop—defined as the twisted pair between the local exchange and the point of demarcation at customer premises—has been under study for years, and adequate models exist from different parts of the world. The important parameters of transmission characteristics are:



Figure 3 Each filter part in a splitter installation has a specific function.
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cable type (diameter, isolation material); cable length; loop structure (for example, bridge taps); noise sources (crosstalk, impulse noise, radio frequency disturber). Transmission systems are usually deployed with 6 dB of margin with respect to BER 10-7. This means that the noise can increase 6 dB without the the bit error ratio exceeding 10-7. Stated another way, this margin ensures that errors do not exist on the line when crosstalk is the only source of noise. In essence, the margin makes the system robust enough to withstand impulse noise. In the ADSL Lite environment, burst errors have more or less become accepted. Therefore, the installation margin can be reduced to, say, 3 or 4 dB, thereby yielding an additional 64 to 96 kbit/s upstream bandwidth. Splitter function



The splitter isolates plain old telephone service (POTS) from ADSL services. When a splitter has been installed, disturbers from one system to the other (for example, from POTS to ADSL) must pass a high-pass (HP) and a low-pass (LP) filter. In splitterless installations, the low-pass filter is removed at the customer premises end. This filter accounts for more than 75 dB attenuation above circa 30 kHz, where transient signals from ringing and the like go directly into the ADSL receiver. The low-pass filter also isolates phones from impedance. Phones have an undefined impedance at higher frequencies (above 4 kHz) in both on- and offhook conditions. Without the low-pass filter, the difference in impedance, in changing from on-hook to off-hook, could be drastic—for example, from 120 ohms down to 20 ohms in the ADSL frequency band, which is the equivalent of having 1 km of cable instantly go off-hook. Phones that use
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decadic pulsing, ringing signal, and ring trip introduce severe transmission errors into data transmission. One way of solving this problem is to isolate phones from the line by means of microfilters in the phone socket. The ADSL system transmits approximately 100 mW on the line, but phone sets are designed to work with signals of 0.1 mW. The phone set could contain nonlinearities. A high frequency signal passing a non-linearity can result in a low frequency signal; for instance, the ADSL signal could appear in the voice band after passing a non-linearity in the phone if no low-pass filter were present to isolate the phone set from the high-frequency signal (Figure 2). Home network



The environment for ADSL Lite differs from that of full-rate ADSL in that it includes the option of a splitterless installation. In most countries, customer premises wiring has been deregulated and is very difficult to model. Typically, the cable balance is inferior (flat cables), which could cause electromagnetic leakage and have a negative effect on electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). Studies of premises networks, home wiring, and phone sets indicate that it will be difficult to make the splitterless installation the sole configuration. This implies that we can realistically expect additional attenuation of up to 4 dB (about 128 kbit/s upstream) on premises networks.



Fast retrain Fast retrain is the name of the function in ADSL Lite that copes with drastic changes in the environment. The modem or the ADSL line card detects the on/off-hook condition and initiates a fast retrain. The transceivers estimate the channel, corresponding bit rate, and transmit power. The modem then selects a profile (defined during full retrain). If no profile matches, full retrain is performed, which takes approximately 10 seconds. A fast retrain takes between 1 and 3 seconds to complete. The goal is to reduce the interruption of the data flow to one second. In off-hook conditions, the transmit power has to be reduced to minimize noise caused by non-linearities in phone sets. Some parties propose lowering the transmit power by 6 to 9 dB. The drawback of doing so, however, is that lower transmit power gives lower transmission performance Ericsson Review No. 4, 1998



Table 3 Three modes of power down L0 L1



L3



Full on Low power (optional), small transmission; for instance, for operation, administration and maintenance (OA&M) and signaling Link idle



(a 9 dB reduction in transmit power is approximately the same as lowering upstream capacity by 300 kbit/s). Data rates can change dramatically after a fast retrain. Also, as was mentioned above, quality of service cannot be guaranteed in a splitterless configuration.



Power down Power-saving requirements in personal computers imply that modems should have a power-down function—particularly in integrated PC modems. ADSL Lite specifies three states or modes of power down (Table 3). The PC initiates power down. The modem then uses embedded operations channel (EOC) commands to power down to



Box B Standards Standard



Title



ANSI, T1.413 – 1995/1998 (The original specification)



Network and Customer Installation Inter faces – Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) Metallic Interface



ETSI, ETR – 328 (This standard specifies the European networks and noise sources. For transmission technology it points to T1.413)



Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL); Requirements and performance



ITU-T Recommendations for ADSL (Oct. 1998) G.992.1 (G.dmt) G.992.2 (G.lite) G.994.1 (G.hs) G.995.1 (G.ref) G.996.1 (G.test) G.997.1 (G.ploam)



Asymmetrical Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) Transceivers Splitterless Asymmetrical Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) Transceivers Handshake Procedures for Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) Transceivers Overview of Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) Transceivers Test Procedures for Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) Transceivers Physical Layer Management for Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) Transceivers
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Minimum contract aggregate bandwidth
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Figure 4 Example of ATM bandwidth allocation to a rate-changing ADSL system.



a lower power mode. Either fast or full retrain is required to power up the modem.



Handshake To provide a means of implementing dualmode equipment, the ITU has defined G.994.1 (handshake) for capability exchange between the modem and line card before initialization. The scheme is similar to V.8bis and includes an escape mechanism for falling back to the tone-based startup specified by ANSI T1.413, should the handshake fail. The information exchanged during the handshake includes vendor ID and non-standard information, which can be used for proprietary functions.



Box C NEXT and FEXT Near-end crosstalk (NEXT) is disturbance in a transmission system from another, colocated transmission system that uses transmit energy in the same frequency band as the receiver. For example, HDSL systems (which transmit and receive in the 0 to 500 kHz frequency band) installed in the same cable bundle disturb each other. That is, the HDSL transmit signal from system A disturbs the receiver of system B. Far-end crosstalk (FEXT) is disturbance in a transmission system from another transmission system on the far side of the loop. For example, an HDSL transmitter in the central office disturbs an ADSL receiver at the subscriber’s premises. By definition, FEXT is more prone to disturb than NEXT.
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As with traditional transmission systems, ADSL uses an embedded operational channel for managing the physical layers between the local exchange and the modem at the customer premises. The channel provides access to several low-level registers that can be read from either side. The ITU-T has defined a new type of physical layer management for ADSL: G.997.1. This scheme consists of the simple network management protocol (SNMP) on a high-level data-link control (HDLC) communication channel multiplexed in the bit stream with a management information base (MIB) on each side.



Higher layers The transport protocol specified for ADSL Lite is asynchronous transfer mode (ATM). ATM is also specified for full-rate ADSL, as is an STM application. ADSL Lite mainly carries IP services as specified according to the ADSL Forum: the point-to-point protocol (PPP) is carried over ATM, which in turn, is carried over the ADSL protocol across the twisted pair or U-interface (ADSL Forum TR-012). The dynamic behavior of ADSL, and in particular that of ADSL Lite, is new to telecom networks. Drastic rate changes in a splitterless environment make it difficult for operators to provide anything but unspecified bit-rate (UBR) service. However, when in-line filters are used with full-rate ADSL and ADSL Lite, the rate changes are smaller and can be planned (Figure 3). Although the UBR traffic class is well suited to ADSL Lite, to improve ATM and IP performance for UBR with changing bandwidths, some traffic-management functions are recommended. A pure broadband network termination (B-NT1), whose only function is cell rate decoupling, requires the terminal to shape ATM traffic into peak cell rate traffic (which changes rapidly in the physical layer). A fast method is still needed for informing the terminal of rate changes. Until requisite protocols have been developed, the network terminations need to be intelligent, using early packet discard- (EPD) and partial packet discardlike (PPD) buffering. The ATM systems attached to ADSL Lite modems must introduce new filtering mechanisms for errors, timers, and so on. For example, • calls or sessions should not be dropped if Ericsson Review No. 4, 1998
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data is not transferred during a threesecond transition; • during power down, the PC must stay connected to the network, ready to power up for incoming IP calls and push technology; • signaling “keep-alive” mechanisms and PPP session-control need to be modified, filtered or handled by the access node.



DMT—ADSL technology The technology specified for full-rate ADSL and ADSL Lite is called discrete multitone. But ADSL transmissions contain considerably more than “just” DMT. Framing



As with all transmission systems, ADSL makes use of framing. A frame is defined as one DMT symbol (IFFT/FFT processing). Sixty-nine frames make up what is called a super frame. Each frame in the super frame contains a synch word (1 byte). Synch words identify frame boundaries and are used to help recover from micro-interruption on the line. They also contain real-time and non–real-time OA&M overhead. Error correction



In the access network and at customer Ericsson Review No. 4, 1998



Figure 5 Frequency plan for ADSL systems.



premises, short impulses are coupled to the line. In splitterless configurations, ringing and ring trip are the source of major impulses. Forward error correction (FEC, Reed Solomon) and interleaving enable the modem to correct bit errors caused by impulse disturbance. The interleaving function disburses bursts of errors, enabling the FEC function to correct them one at a time. However, if too many errors exist, the FEC cannot correct them all. Interleaving is a standard function in splitterless configurations. Frequency allocation



The “A” in ADSL stands for asymmetrical, which means that the service as well as the bandwidth has been specified to be nonsymmetrical. Symmetrical services, such as ISDN and HDSL, are limited over distance by near-end crosstalk (NEXT). In theory, ADSL is limited by far-end crosstalk (FEXT), and should therefore have longer transmission distances, provided no other services are present that interfere with ADSL (Box C). Analog frequencies for upstream traffic can also be used for downstream traffic, given that the modems make use of echo cancellation (EC). Today, most implementations do use echo cancellation, in order to exploit the flexibility of two-way traffic. But 159
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Figure 6 Diagram of the ADSL transceiver block.



echo cancellation can also be used in a frequency-division multiplex (FDM) mode (non-overlapped spectra). The DMT modulation technique divides the transmission band into smaller subbands or carriers. Each carrier is considered to be independent of other bands. The full ADSL analog band is 0 to 1,104 kHz (Figure 4) and can be divided into 256 carriers (4.3125 kHz each). Carriers 0 to 5 are reserved for POTS, and carriers 0 to 31 are reserved for ISDN, when ADSL is provided together with ISDN. ADSL Lite is not currently specified for use with ISDN (Tables 3 and 4).



Cyclic prefix time



Performance functions ADSL and ADSL Lite performance in a defined noise and loop environment is determined by the functions provided in the modem. The functions are not meant to provide high data rates on short loops, but for the long reach (4 to 5 km). The time-domain equalizer (TEQ) reduces channel response in order to minimize inter-symbol interference (ISI). During startup, the TEQ trains to reduce channel response. During data transmission, it remains fixed. Overall performance would improve, however, if the TEQ continued its adaptation relative to
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Figure 7 Example of the impact of the time-domain equalizer.
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time-variant loop and noise conditions. Most slow changes are handled by the frequency equalizer (FEQ), which has been implemented as a decision feedback equalizer (DFE). The cyclic prefix (CP), which is the time-domain guard band between DMT symbols, is pure overhead—even so, each filter tap in the TEQ consumes many million instructions per second (MIPS). A long TEQ gives a short cyclic prefix and vice versa. Cyclic prefix overhead in ADSL amounts to 6% of the total bit stream (Figure 6). Each subcarrier undergoes quadrature pulse amplitude modulation (QAM). During initialization, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in each carrier is determined and a specific QAM constellation is selected per carrier. A specific QAM constellation can assign bits. For example, a 4-point QAM constellation corresponds to 2 bits (00, 01, 10, 11). A 16-point QAM constellation corresponds to 4 bits. The additional signal-tonoise ratio required to select a higher constellation size is approximately 3 dB. The maximum QAM constellation size for ADSL is a 32,768-point QAM, which corresponds to 15 bits. The adaptation of different numbers of bits per carrier, called bitloading, is dependent on the signal-to-noise ratio per carrier. A fine-tuning technique using different gains per channel is used to obtain an equal signal-to-noise ratio in each channel. The values Bi and Gi—which correspond to bits per carrier and gain per carrier—are communicated from the receiver to the transmitter in the startup protocol. (Trellis coding can also be used to enhance performance. But if the environment produces a significant amount of bit errors, the related propagation of errors may reduce the effectiveness of this method.) When a narrowband disturber is present, a function called bit-swap enables modems to retain a constant signal-to-noise ratio across the carriers. The bit-swap function removes bits from the carrier with the lowest signal-to-noise ratio and transfers the bits to the carrier with the highest signal-to-noise ratio.



Table 4



DMT summary



Bandwidth



Full-rate ADSL



ADSL Lite



1104 kHz



552 kHz



Carrier spacing



4.3125 kHz



Pilot tone downstream (over POTS)



276 kHz (carrier #64)



FFT block length



512 samples



256 samples



Cyclic prefix



32 samples



16 samples



Super-frame length



17 ms



Nominal DMT block length



250 ms



Bit/carrier



Maximum 15



1 bit on 1 carrier (~ 3dB)



Maximum at least 8 Corresponds to 4 kbit/s



viding dual-mode line cards (full-rate ADSL and ADSL Lite) and systems optimized for ADSL Lite.



Conclusion The limit of voice-band modem technology was reached with V.90 modems. However, end-users demand still greater communication capabilities. In response to these demands, many operators and end-users are pinning their hopes on ADSL technology, which analysts predict will be installed by the millions in coming years. The main network objective of ADSL is to have an open, defined, broadband interface. Requirements for ADSL Lite include a global standard for easy installation, long transmission distance and flexible data rates (up to 1.5 Mbit/s to the client). Ericsson’s first ADSL systems are based on ANx-DSL technology. Ericsson demonstrated ADSL Lite at Supercom ‘98, and an optimized release is due in 1999.



Ericsson products Customers are currently installing Ericsson’s first ADSL systems, ANx-DSL2, which comply with the T1.413-1995 standard. At Supercom, in June 1998, Ericsson demonstrated ADSL Lite in a full-rate ADSL system. Developments for the next release of the system, due in 1999, focus on proEricsson Review No. 4, 1998
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Pro-euthanasia groups are threatening to sue faith based hospitals unless they allow euthanasia on the premises. • Only a third of the population has access to.
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EN-DDL10260_V1_16 - ENG&FRE 

i This luminaire is not suitable for covering with insulation material . INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS. Before commencing installation or maintenance, ensure ...
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